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Anita – @travelita

Carla
Get to know!

She’s a Swiss girl who loves brunches, exploring big cities, wild animals and nature. In
between her trips, she works as an urban and traffic planner. You’ll see her personality
reflected in her lovely images!

Susi M. – @blackdotswhitespots

She’s a travel blogger from Germany who loves taking road trips all over the world. She’s
currently back in her mother land but has just gotten back from Thailand. You’ll find
deserted landscapes, street art, street markets and unusual landmarks and hotel
accommodations.

Marco Lamberto – @polylm

May 29, 2015 • 10 min read

He takes a lot of pictures around Milan and all over Italy but has also travelled to places
like the Maldives and Iceland. His Instagram account is full of pictures that play with
architectural structures, shadows and random faces. All of them tell a unique story!

Ilaria Barbotti – @ilarysgrill

She created the Instagramers account for Italy and has been able to make it one of the
most active countries on Instagram. In her own account, you’ll find a lot of pictures of all
over Italy, as well as pictures of her travels.

Carlo A. Giardina – @willowwoncka

It’s not everyday you stumble upon a Instagram account with black and white pictures of
different landscapes and monuments of around the world. This account doesn’t only have
beautiful pictures, but also images that express a lot of emotion. Take a look!

Marzia B – @milkydrop

She’s passionate about Photography and is “obsessed” with Instagram. Her pictures will
make you want to hop on a plane to the country where most of her pictures are from:
Italy!

Emma Bareca @hypoison

Instagram helped her rediscover her passion for photography. She likes seeing things
through other people’s eyes and share with her followers the northeastern part of Italy.

eDreams – @edreams_en

Remember to follow us and be inspired and updated with the latest travel destinations
and hotspots!

Do you know any other Instagram accounts that should be featured? Leave us a comment
and we’ll be sure to check them out!
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Do you love travelling, getting to know
new cultures and meeting new people
from all over the world? So do we. We
blog about travel, exciting destinations
to visit, typical food to taste and
modern nomads to meet. If you have a
good travel story or travel tips to share,
just drop us a comment (or two ;)
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